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A new ending of the BFG
Following the BGF’s way, the soldiers finally arrived at the Giant Country. At the same time, the giants
figured out the existence of “human beings” outside of Giant Country. “Look at all the food flying
towards us!”
They ran towards the helicopters with their enormous feet, drooling as they went. The soldiers were
scared at the sight of the giants and immediately banished their weapons, fleeing for shelter. The BFG
came out and said, “Welcome to you all! Let’s have lunch together, shall we?” The giants looked at
each other in glee and agreed.
While the soldiers started to serve large portions of food for the giants, they started to wolf down the
food as they have never had such good food before. The leader of the giants suddenly noticed that
the BGF was not eating at all.
He pulled the BFG by his collar and growled, “Trick me and you will die!”. “No … no … How would I
dare do so?” replied the shivering BFG. The leader sneered at him and put the BFG down and
continued to eat.
“The food is so delicious!” said the leader. “Yes! Yes!” “Never had better!” “Tasty … yet … I’m starting
to feel sleepy”, murmured another. Within a second, all of the giants tumbled to the floor. Snoring.
“Yay! It worked!” exclaimed Matilda and the BGF as they high-fived each other. They slipped in some
sleeping pills into the giants’ food so they will feel sleep. The soldiers seized this opportunity to wrap
them up in iron chains and put them into cages.
“Ouch! Headache! Where am I? Why am I locked in a cage?” said one giant. “Help! I can’t move!” said
another. Suddenly they looked outside the cage and saw some enormous feet. They hobbled to get a
closer look and saw a lot of huge humans, such as Sophie and the soldiers, looking down at them.
“Why are you guys so … so … BIG?” exclaimed the leader.
The BFG kneeled on one leg and said, “We should negotiate”. And he gave a big smile while saying
that. What happened was that not only did Sophie and the BFG give them sleeping pills but shrinking
pills as well! So now the giants are only three apples tall. The BFG continued, “First, after today, the
giant family must not offend others like go in other people’s houses with permission and kidnap their
children. Second, you cannot eat humans anymore.”
Did the giants keep their promises? Well, have you heard of any news of children going missing in the
night? Sometimes some things in your room might go missing. Maybe. Just. Maybe. It’s some “giants”
trying to look for some food or to make them into tools so they can survive.

